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The following are the questions presented to the Shaykh with the corresponding minute marker from the audio:

1. A sister entrusted me with some information about herself. She mentioned that after being divorced three times from her husband, she intentionally married a man in secret without consummation of the marriage and remarried her previous husband again. The present husband is aware of what she did in order to remarry him. What should I do with this information? Do I need to let the Imam know about it? The individuals mentioned went to other communities for their marriages. [00:00:45]

2. I live in London UK and have a bank account to receive my wages from work. The bank account does not receive interest, nor do I have to pay interest on my money. However, in the last few months I have had many issues with my card due to a mistake with the bank. Because of this they paid me a sum, as compensation for the inconvenience caused. The money has already been deposited to my account. Is it permissible for me to use this money? [00:45:36]

3. I am seeking advice pertaining to marriage. I am a single sister and I have been married before. Two brothers have expressed interest in marrying me. One is single with no children and he is a student of knowledge, the other is married with children and he possesses excellent qualities. I am interested in pursuing
the married brother as I believe he is a good candidate for marriage. However, out of the two I know my parents would prefer that I consider the single brother than practise a polygamous marriage. My parents are the most beloved people to me and I would do anything to please them but at the same time I know they would totally reject this brother and would think I am more worthy of marrying a married man. What is your advice for me Yā Shaykh? May Allāh reward you for your time. [00:53:48]

4. Which country is good for me to make hijrah to next year? JazākumAllāhu khayr [01:03:03]

5. What is the ruling on wearing fur? We usually wear fur from fox, rabbit and mink. We want to know if it is permissible, usually knowing that the fur is skinned alive [01:05:32]

6. My husband does not see it as an issue to have contact with women whom he is not a mahram to, via Whatsapp and in daily life. Because I have already caught him a few times having contact with women on Whatsapp and having coffee with a girl. Somewhere my trust in him has been damaged and I have noticed within myself that I am very watchful of him and how he behaves himself. And when he is on the phone he has also noticed this and can react very angry because of this. He has hit me a multiple of times out of nowhere resulting in physical injury. What should I do? I have much waswas because of this. And there is no point advising him on this as I would get the brunt of it and telling others such as his parents’ would only make him more angry? [01:10:33]
“Truth has Come and Falsehood has Vanished”
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